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Grating transition radiation: A source of quasimonochromatic radiation
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We have observed transition radiation at optical wavelengths, emitted by 3–13-MeV electrons interacting
with a diffraction grating. Near the direction of specular reflection we observed broadband radiation with the
same properties as optical transition radiation from a flat surface. In addition, at large angles with respect to
this direction and for low angles of incidence of the electrons on the grating surface, we observed the emission
of quasimonochromatic radiation. Thisgrating transition radiationmay offer an alternative method for pro-
duction of quasimonochromatic radiation in the far-infrared to mm wavelength range.
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In recent years, promising results have been achieve
obtaining strong radiation sources in the far-infrared to m
range using transition radiation and the Smith-Purcell eff
@1–3#. Transition radiation occurs when charged partic
cross the interface between two media of different dielec
properties@4#. Figure 1~a! shows schematically optical tran
sition radiation~OTR! produced by relativistic electrons hi
ting a flat surface. The maximum of the OTR intensity sca
@5# with g2 while the opening angle diminishes as 1/g ~g
being the Lorentz factor!. For relativistic electrons, transitio
radiation is a rather strong radiation source. However, i
emitted as a broadband continuum. At relativistic energ
(g>30) stacks of foils have successfully been used to ob
quasimonochromatic radiation in the x-ray domain@6#. At
low electron energies the use of multilayer structures may
envisaged@7,8#. At optical wavelengths, however, the atten
ation of the radiation inside the radiator becomes a sev
limiting factor and transparent structures are needed suc
e.g., SiO2 aerogels@9#.

An alternative technique is based on the Smith-Pur
effect @10#, shown schematically in Fig. 1~b!. In this case the
radiation emitted by an electron passing close and paralle
a diffraction grating has a wavelengthl dependent on the
angle of observationh,

2n
l

D
5b212sinh, ~1!

whereD is the grating period,b5v/c the reduced electron
velocity, andn the order of diffraction. Smith-Purcell radia
tion is a rather intense source in the far-infrared to millime
range, and is quasimonochromatic if observed in small s
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angles. The intensity decreases exponentially with increa
distance of the electron trajectory from the grating surfa
the characteristic interaction range being of the order
bgl/4p @11,12#. Therefore, Smith-Purcell radiation is no
very efficient for electron beams of diameter larger thangl,
in contrast to transition radiation where all electrons inter
with the radiator. In both cases, coherence effects can fur
increase the intensity@1–3#.

In an attempt to overcome the limitations inherent

FIG. 1. Radiation of a fixed wavelengthl generated by relativ-
istic electrons.~a! Transition radiation.~b! Smith-Purcell effect.~c!
Grating transition radiation.
6214 © 1999 The American Physical Society
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Smith-Purcell radiation~i.e., the limited interaction range!
and to transition radiation from flat surfaces~i.e., the broad
spectral distribution!, we investigated transition radiatio
from a diffraction grating as shown schematically in F
1~c!. As in the case of other radiative processes involv
periodic media@5,6#, waves of a given frequencyv with
wave vectorsk obeyingv5k•v are diffracted by the grating
surface. Those diffracted waves, which are propagative, c
stitute the grating transition radiation. For a certain wa
lengthl, we expect successive orders of diffractionn,n11
being emitted at angleshn andhn11 satisfying

sinhn112sinhn5
l

D
. ~2!

The angular distribution of this grating transition radiati
~GTR! then consists of several OTR-like lobes spaced
cording to Eq.~2! and modified by the diffraction coeffi
cients characteristic for the grating profile. Conversely, G
emitted at a certain angleh will not be monochromatic.
When the zero order of diffraction is propagative, it is em
ted at all wavelengths in an angular range of the order ofg
around specular reflection, as OTR from a flat surface. F
the calculations of Smith-Purcell radiation@11,12#, and in
analogy to optics@13#, we know that the diffraction coeffi-
cients are strongly modified at certain angles of observa
for which another order of diffraction becomes propagat
~the so-called Wood-Rayleigh anomalies!. For example, we
expect a reduction in GTR intensity observed in first order
diffraction n521 when the zero order is propagative. Fro
Eq. ~2! we obtain that this is the case for anglesh21,hc
with sinhc512l/D.

The experiments have been carried out in the opt
range 400–700 nm. Several optical gratings were moun
on a rotating frame and the radiation was detected at a fi
angle of observationu with respect to the electron beam in
so-called constant deviation mounting. In this geometry
have

h5
p

2
2u1w. ~3!

Figure 2 schematically shows the experimental setup.
gratings could be rotated around an axis perpendicular to
incidence plane, simultaneously changing the incide
anglew and the observation angleh. The radiation was ob-
served in the incidence plane~anglez50 in Fig. 2! and also
out of plane (z53.8°) at two fixed anglesu590° andu
5120°. We used a linear polarizer and a set of interfere
filters between 400 and 700 nm, with equal bandwidthsDl
510 nm. The radiation was detected using a Peltier-coo
intensified CCD camera. The full aperture of the optical s
tem was 23 mrad. All data were corrected for the transm
sion of the quartz window of the vacuum chamber, the tra
mission of the optical filters, and the objective, as well as
the spectral response of the CCD. The data are displaye
intensities, i.e., energy radiated per frequency intervalDv.

We used two lamellar gratings with a symmetrical recta
gular profile of either 1800 or 2000 l/mm, and two blaz
gratings with 2000 l/mm and blaze angles of 7.3° or 12.
respectively. The gratings were ruled in a 100-mm SiC layer
.
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deposited on a 50350310-mm3 graphite block and alumi-
nized on the surface to ensure a high reflectivity. The
350-mm2 surfaces of the lamellar gratings were divided in
two parts. Only one half was etched, leaving the second
as a flat surface for conventional OTR measurements. Fig
3 shows the intensity observed atu5120° as a function of
the incidence anglew using the 2000-l/mm-blazed gratin
with a blazing angle of 12.4°. The zero order of diffractio
was observed as broadband radiation close to specular re
tion with only minor differences in the intensities for th
different wavelengths, as for OTR.

The GTR measurements in first diffraction ordern521
at l5400 nm@cf. Fig. 3~a!# illustrate the important reduction
in intensity at anglesw,wc corresponding to the Wood
Rayleigh anomaly. The narrow line at anglesw>wc stands
out against the lobes. The intensity cutoff is not sharp due
the 10-nm bandwidth of the interference filters and the
ceptance angle of the camera. At increasing waveleng
only narrow lines at decreasing anglesw were detected be
cause of the even more drastic reduction in the lobes
anglesw,wc @cf. Fig. 3~b!#. Note that these quasimonochro
matic GTR lines are of larger intensity than the OTR-li
radiation near specular reflection.

The experiments were repeated at different electron e
gies in the range 3–13 MeV. Figure 4 shows the ene
scaling of the peak intensities observed forl5550 nm. The
n50 intensity shows the sameg2 dependence as OTR from
a flat surface. The intensity of then521 peaks near the
‘‘cutoff’’ angles wc did not increase with increasing energ
but remained almost constant. This is due to the fact that
l'D the cutoff angleshc ~viz. wc! are located at rathe
large distances from the minima of the GTR distributi
compared to the characteristic angle 1/g, and the corre-
spondingn50 OTR-like distribution does not increase ve
much with increasing electron energy.

At 7.5 MeV we measured the polarization of GTR using

FIG. 2. Experimental setup. The radiation cone indicates thn
50 distribution and corresponding polarization.
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linear polarizer in front of the CCD. The results obtain
with the 1800-l/mm grating are summarized in Fig. 5. Mo
of the measurements were carried out in the incidence pl
perpendicular to the grating surface~i.e., z50° in Fig. 2!.

FIG. 3. Intensity observed at a fixed angleu5120° ~i.e., h
5w230°!. The electron energy is 5 MeV and the grating peri
500 nm.~a! l5400 nm. ~b! Measurements with filters of differen
wavelengths superimposed. The lines are guides to the eye.
zero-order contributions in~b! have been increased by a factor
10.

FIG. 4. Energy dependence of the intensity maxima observe
u590° and l5550 nm. Solid circles: GTR,n50, intensity
maxima near specular reflection; solid line: OTR; open circl
GTR, n521, peak maxima near cutoff angleswc ; dashed line:
guide to the eye.
t
e,

Figures 5~a! and 5~c! show both then50 andn521 GTR
intensities, which were almost completely polarized in t
observation plane, like the OTR observed from the flat s
faces. The residual perpendicular polarization can be att
uted to the divergence of the electron beam and the ac
tance angle of the optical system. The same polariza
would also have been expected for pure Smith-Purcell ra
tion.

After tilting the optical bench to an angle ofz53.8°
~'1/g at 7.5 MeV! above the incidence plane, there was
essential change in the parallel components. For the per
dicular components the situation was different. Forn50 a
strong peak appeared at the position of the minimum in
parallel component, analogous to OTR@cf. Fig. 5~d!#. For
n521 the position of this peak is located at anglesw well
below the cutoff anglewc and the intensity of the perpen
dicular component was below our detection limit.

In conclusion, grating transition radiation produced
electrons hitting an optical grating has been observed. G
in a zero order of diffraction was observed near specu

he

at

:

FIG. 5. GTR intensityI, observed atu590° using a linear po-
larizer and interference filters.~a! and ~b! in plane (z50); ~c! and
~d! out of plane (z53.8°). The direction of linear polarization i
defined with respect to the incidence plane~cf. Fig. 2!. The lines are
guides to the eyes. The zero-order contributions have been
creased by arbitrary factors for the sake of better visibility.
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reflection, similar to conventional transition radiation from
flat surface. Then521 contributions were observed fa
from the direction of specular reflection according to Eq.~2!.
We observed a considerable intensity of then521 contri-
butions when the corresponding zero-order radiation w
evanescent. At 5-MeV electron energy and long wa
lengths, these quasimonochromatic lines were of higher
s

,

s
-

n-

tensity than OTR from a flat surface. Extrapolating the
results to the far infrared and millimeter wavelengths in
cates that GTR produced by low energy~,10 MeV! elec-
trons may be an interesting quasimonochromatic radia
source in this spectral range.
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